
Episode 2: Baby Cade



EXT. TAMRA’S HOUSE - DAY

Cade, Tucker, and Vivian walk down the street, examining her

new birth certificate. Tucker winces from his wound.

NARRATOR (V.O.)

Cade did not need legal proof of

existence when she was immortal, so

to honor her new-ish life, the

doctors gave her a fresh birth

certificate and directions to the

hospital exit.

Cade is still wearing her medieval outfit, and people

passing by on the street give her quizzical looks. She

covers her stomach, self conscious.

Pre Lap:

TUCKER (V.O.)

My mom is making me stay with her

until I’m completely healed, so I’m

sure she’ll be fine with you

crashing here while you figure

things out.

INT. TAMRA’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - AFTERNOON

The door opens and Tucker and Vivian help Cade into the

house. Cade is taken aback by how modern everything is.

CADE

That would be great.

TUCKER

Mom! We’re home! She’ll love you. I

know it.

VIVIAN

You’ll have my room while you’re

here. It’s down the hall to the

right, and the bathroom is across

from it on the left. I’ll get you

some new clothes.

CADE

Okey doke...

Cade runs a hand along her trusty battle suit, already

missing it.

(CONTINUED)
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VIVIAN

I don’t know if you would want to,

but, I’d love to get a post-coma

interview some time.

CADE

Sure... sure.

TUCKER

You ok?

CADE

Yeah, yeah. It’s just...woo! I’m

really doing this. I’m a modern

woman.

NARRATOR (V.O.)

What did that even mean?

FOOTSTEPS from the hall, and TAMRA swoops into the room. She

doesn’t notice Cade standing in the other end of the room,

and goes to give Tucker a hug.

TAMRA

Hey, sweetheart! Did you see your

pain meds on the counter?

TUCKER

Yeah, thanks.

Vivian gives her a hug, and then Tamra pours herself a glass

of wine.

NARRATOR (V.O.)

Tamra, age 54, Tucker’s mom, and a

professional sommelier trained to

sniff out good wine and bad

situations.

TAMRA

Have you two eaten yet? I was

thinking of making alfredo for

dinner.

VIVIAN

OOOOOOH yes!

TAMRA

We’d need to run down to the store

for some cream.

Cade, knowing she’s not a part of this, looks at little

trinkets on the living room shelves.
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VIVIAN

I can bike down.

TAMRA

Sure. Hand me my purse. You can

grab a baguette too.

VIVIAN

Ooh, yeah, for Garlic bread!

Tamra gives Vivian some cash.

TAMRA

Do we have garlic? Check the bowl.

VIVIAN

Nope.

TAMRA

Okay, so we’ll need some garlic.

Tamra gives Vivian some more cash. Cade discovers the STEREO

SYSTEM; it’s control screen says "Hello", so she waves to

it, "Hi."

TAMRA (CONT’D)

Anything else?

VIVIAN

More cash.

TAMRA

Yeah, you’re cute. Tuck? Ice cream?

It helps with healing.

VIVIAN

Cookies and Cream!

TUCKER

Pistachio!

VIVIAN

Pistachio? That stuff tastes like

plant vomit. Cookies and cream!

TUCKER

Boring.

Cade spins the volume button around and around. The Screen

says "Press Play." Her finger hovers towards the Play

button.

Tamra takes all the small bills she gave Vivian and holds

out a twenty. Tamra gestures to herself.

(CONTINUED)
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TAMRA

How about a third opinion?

TUCKER

Yeah, what do you want, Cade?

Cade presses the play button-- which sends DEAFENING MUSIC

throughout the house. Terrified, Cade’s instinct is to smash

it with her sword, which she does.

The music stops, and Tamra glares at Cade. Cade waves

awkwardly.

CADE

Hi. I’m more of a sherbert

person... I think.

TUCKER

Cade, this is my mom, Tamra. Mom,

this is--

TAMRA

Oh, I know. Cade! The Immortal

Defender.

NARRATOR (V.O.)

(*cough*)

People’s Guardian.

CADE

That’s me-- Was me.

TAMRA

The one Vivian writes about in her

articles.

CADE

She did.

TAMRA

The one who slays dragons.

CADE

Back in the day.

TAMRA

The reason my son got shot.

CADE

Guilty as charged--what?

(CONTINUED)
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TAMRA

Please leave this house.

Tamra busies herself with preparing dinner. She has spoken.

CADE

No, no, no, no, I didn’t have

anything to with that.

TAMRA

Your encouragement, your quest,

your fault.

TUCKER

That’s all done with, and now she

doesn’t have anywhere else to go.

TAMRA

She was fine on her own for 600

years. What’s a few more?

VIVIAN

She’s like a baby right now. She

needs someone to help her adjust.

CADE

I’m already potty trained.

TAMRA

(re: Vivian stepping forward)

You were going to the store,

weren’t you?

VIVIAN

Give her a week.

TAMRA

I’ll gladly give her a tent.

TUCKER

You’re being unfair. There was

nothing she could have done to

protect me.

TAMRA

No, because I’m your mother and

that’s my job. And I’m not going

to let you become her next

accident.

Tamra gestures to the BROKEN STEREO.

(CONTINUED)
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TAMRA (CONT’D)

Vivian, please get her the tent.

NARRATOR (V.O.)

So there were scarier things than

dragons.

Tamra continues preparing dinner, Vivian scoffs out of the

room, and Tucker walks towards Cade. Cade gestures to the

broken stereo, should she apologize? Tucker shakes his head.

TUCKER

Viv, can you grab my sleeping bag?

VIVIAN (O.S.)

Way ahead of you buddy!

Vivian comes back into the living room with the tent and two

sleeping bags in her arms. She kicks a third in front of

her.

TAMRA

Oh, no. You’re not going with her.

TUCKER

Mom. I love you, but I’m not your

baby any more.

He grabs his pain meds and the sleeping bag on the floor,

and heads out the door. Vivian stops on her way out.

VIVIAN

Sorry, mom.

Vivian shoves a pair of jeans, a t-shirt, and a sleeping bag

into Cade’s arms and leaves.Cade stands before Tamra. The

air itself is holding its breath.

CADE

Alfredo sounds nice--

TAMRA

Get out.

She raises the kitchen knife in her hand, and Cade bolts out

the door.



7.

EXT. WOODS - TWILIGHT

Cade, Tucker, and Vivian hike into the woods to camp.

NARRATOR (V.O.)

Cade had never faced a Mamma Bear

before, and willingly retreated to

the woods. It was nicer out here

anyways.

Cade strips off her old battle suit. Tucker can’t help but

steal a glance at Cade’s bare back.

Wearing the horrible t-shirt and jeans Vivian gave her, Cade

buries her old suit and her past.

Cade watches Tucker and Vivian assemble the tent, and does

her best to help with the tent poles.

NARRATOR (V.O.)

She knew the woods, she understood

them. Mostly.

Tucker accidentally whacks Cade in the face with a tent

pole.

INT. TENT - NIGHT

Cade lies tense and awake in her sleeping bag. Vivian talks

quietly in her sleep.

VIVIAN

(mumbling)

Sure, any flavor you want.

NARRATOR (V.O.)

But even she, who had camped a

thousand nights in the world’s

woods had to admit they were much

spookier without the shroud of

immortality.

VIVIAN

(mumbling)

Oh, Mr. Bear wants the pudding.

Bring it back, Petunia.

TUCKER

Cade?

(CONTINUED)
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CADE

Yeah?

VIVIAN

(mumbling)

What are you saying she can’t come

back--Petunia!

TUCKER

Were you joking about opening a

bakery?

CADE

No.

TUCKER

Then I want to help you. Be your

partner, or something.

CADE

My partner?

TUCKER

Or something.

CADE

Okay. Partner.

She smiles as she tries out the word.

SUDDENLY! A stick SNAPS outside the tent, and everyone bolts

upright.

VIVIAN

Run, Mr. Bear! They want the

pudding!

There’s a loud THUMP, and both Vivian and Tucker look to

Cade for protection.

CADE

Vivian, take the light. Shine it in

their face. Tucker, take my sword.

Try not to do anything that would

make your mom right.

The sound changes to STONE SMASHING AGAINST STONE. Cade

grabs her bow, and reaches for the tent zipper. The smashing

turns into a LOW GRINDING, like heavy sandpaper on wood.

VIVIAN

What is that thing?

(CONTINUED)
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CADE

Either a Tree-troll or a Mulch

Monger. Light first, on three. One,

two, three!

Cade unzips the tent.

EXT. WOODS - CONTINUED

Vivian bolts out of the tent, shining the flashlight at

their opponent. A leather clad shadow darts away from the

light. Cade comes out next, firing arrows. Tucker charges

out behind them both.

VIVIAN

Where’d it go? My light was on it!

CADE

Stay calm. It’s three against one.

Suddenly, a lash of Ivy whips out and pulls the flashlight

out of Vivian’s hand. The creature catches it, and shines it

back on our heroes. Cade looses another arrow. It ricochets

back, broken.

She loads again, but before her release two great ivy nets

shoot out. They tether Vivian and Tucker to the ground.

PAX (O.S.)

One against one.

Cade looses. The flashlight is blinding her, but she loads

again anyways. A hand reaches out and pulls her bow from her

hands. She trips over a root, and the light turns off.

NARRATOR (V.O.)

Mortal for a single day. That must

set the new low record.

Cade stares up from her back, as the shadowy figure bends

down over her, nearly on top of her.

The light clicks on and reveals PAX, in a parallel shot to

how we met him earlier in Cade’s subconscious.

PAX

Or should I say one on one?

CADE

Pax?

(CONTINUED)
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PAX

Hey there Flour.


